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Abstract. The slow magnetic dynamics, from seconds to kiloseconds, of the canonical 3-k
antiferromagnet USb have been probed, using X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy (XPCS).
In this work, XPCS is combined with resonant X-ray diffraction to focus on scattering at
an antiferromagnetic Bragg peak. High quality coherent magnetic diffraction patterns were
recorded (speckle contrast of ∼ 88%) and magnetic domains were observed; the number of
domains increases on warming to T ∗ ∼ 160 K, where the spin waves soften to zero frequency,
and again on warming to TN = 218 K. The intensity auto-correlation, g2 (t), is primarily static
over 1000 s, with a small dynamical process (change of ∼ 0.4%) that increases in rate close to
the transitions.

1. Introduction
X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy (XPCS), also known as speckle spectroscopy, uses the
correlations between coherently diffracted X-rays to access dynamics on the microsecond to
kilosecond timescales, with momentum resolution [1]. To date, it has primarily been used
for structural studies, but close to transitions, magnetic domain wall motion should fall
into the relevant time- and length-scales. However, there are only a handful of magnetic
XPCS studies, concentrating primarily on antiferromagnetic domain fluctuations [2–6] in simple
antiferromagnets described by a single-k magnetic wavevector. In these experiments, the domain
structure is encoded in the time variation of a signal closely linked to the magnetic structure.
For example, coherent magnetic diffraction from a purely magnetic Bragg peak will result in
interference between neighbouring domains. A high resolution coherent snapshot of this Bragg
peak can then be obtained - this is known as a speckle pattern. By correlating a series of these
snapshots, the characteristic timescales can be extracted. Here, we present the results of an
XPCS study on the actinide multi-k magnet, uranium antimonide.
USb is an antiferromagnet (TN = 218 K) with a 3-k structure, meaning that three magnetic
wavevectors co-exist throughout the crystal, super-imposed on a rocksalt fcc crystal structure
(a = 6.197 Å). Indeed, USb is the canonical example of a 3-k magnet, after the pioneering
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work of Jensen and Bak showed the spin wave spectrum could only belong to a longitudinal
3-k magnet [7]. The structure arises from spins pointing along local h111i-type directions, with
three equivalent wavevectors of the form [001]. This ordering acts to maintain cubic symmetry,
and indeed this is confirmed by careful lattice parameter measurements [8].
The spin waves are easily observed at low temperatures, but at a temperature T ∗ (160 K
= T ∗ < TN ) the spin wave frequency softens below the resolution limit of previous studies, and
between T ∗ and TN no collective excitations are observed [9, 10]. However, there is no sign of a
change in the magnetic order [11, 12] and the magnetic Bragg peaks appear unaffected by this
change in the dynamics [10].
Previously, it was argued [13, 14] that at T* the three independent components of the 3k structure became de-phased; however, inelastic neutron scattering experiments with full
polarisation analysis have shown this not to be the case [10]. In fact, the 3-k correlations
remain even above T ∗ and TN .
In a macroscopic ordered sample, it is highly likely that magnetic domains are present. Often,
these arise from a need to minimise the magnetostatic energy (as is the case for ferromagnets)
or due to sample topology/defects (antiferromagnets). Neighbouring domains are separated by
a domain wall, which incurs some additional exchange energy cost, as well as a magnetoelastic
cost due to structural differences on either side of the domain wall.
Little is known about magnetic domain dynamics in a multi-k system. For the case of the 3-k
magnet, a domain wall is made of a phase slip in the magnetic propagation vector that destroys
the local cubic symmetry which is necessary for, and preserved by, the 3-k state. For this reason,
and due to exchange energy costs, the domain wall motion is expected to be relatively slow. On
the other hand, in contrast to 1-k magnets that can couple to a lattice distortion (for example,
Cr [2]), the absence of a magnetoelastic coupling in USb (i.e. pure electronic order) could result
in fast domain dynamics.
The aim of this work is to use X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy to probe spatial magnetic
dynamics by coherently scattering from a magnetic Bragg reflection at a resonant uranium edge
from below T ∗ and well inside the 3-k state, right up to the critical regime around TN . XPCS
probes dynamics on timescales not otherwise available by other techniques, such as inelastic
neutron scattering and neutron spin echo [15–17]. Previous X-ray scattering data on USb has
indicated that there are multiple components to the critical scattering, with different spatial
and temporal scales [18, 19].
2. Experimental Details
The key quantity obtained in an XPCS experiment is the intensity-intensity time correlation
function, g2 (Q, t), defined as:
g2 (Q, t) =

hI(Q, t0 )I(Q, t0 + t)i
; t≥0
hI(Q, t0 )i2

(1)

where I(Q, t0 ) is the scattering at momentum transfer vector Q at a time t0 and the h...i brackets
denote averages over a time t0 . The time t denotes the time interval of the correlation. g2 (Q, t)
is related to the normalised intermediate scattering function, f (Q, t) (which contains the sample
physics) and the speckle contrast, A (a beamline dependent parameter), such that:
g2 (Q, t) = 1 + Af (Q, t)2

(2)

In an XPCS experiment, the speckle diffraction patterns are recorded on a CCD at time
instants t0 (the finite counting time of exposure is ignored here, but if treated explicitly [20] only
modifies the optical contrast A → A0 ). In this discrete limit, g2 (Q, t) becomes:
1 P
0
0
t0 >0 I(Q, t )I(Q, t + t)
N
(3)
g2 (Q, t) = 1 +
hI(Q, t0 )i2
2
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Figure 2. Upper: Typical speckle pattern
obtained from the magnetic Q = (0, 0, 3)
reflection at the M4 resonant edge of
uranium.
The exposure time was 1 s
and 25 x 25 µm slits were used.
The
black dashed lines show the region for
the intensity profile in the lower panel.
Lower: The intensity profile (solid line) of
a slice through the speckle pattern showing
intensity fluctuations that arise from the
beam coherence. The red curve (Gaussian)
shows the expected non-coherent intensity
profile.

Figure 1. Integrated intensity of the Q
= (0, 0, 3) reflection as a function of
temperature, which forms a measure of the
magnetic order parameter. The solid points
are shown with error bars (based on the fit
errors on the integrated intensity), and the
solid red curve is a fit (I = I0 [1 − T /TN ]2β
with β = 0.33 ± 0.05). Inset: log-log plot of
the Q = (0, 0, 3) integrated intensity against
reduced temperature.

XPCS measurements on USb were carried out on the I16 beamline at the Diamond Light
Source, UK, which was optimised for high coherence and resonant hard X-ray measurements,
so is well suited for this study. The required beam coherence is generated by closing the sample
slits to ∼25 µm2 (this could be optimised to maximise the number of photons whilst maintaining
high coherence), 70 cm before the sample, resulting in a transverse coherence length on the order
of 10µm. Excellent beam stability (no decrease in g2 (t) over > 1000 s, see Fig. 4) and higher
harmonic rejection was achieved with a set of slits 0.35 m upstream, acting as a secondary source,
and additional mini-mirrors [21] (resulting in 0.1% of contamination from charge diffraction from
higher harmonics at the Q = (0, 0, 3) position).
The key feature of the setup was an extension of the detector arm, by including a section
of evacuated PVC pipe capped with Kaptonr windows (detector-sample distance was 1.26 m).
This was necessary to obtain high enough resolution on the detector to resolve the speckles over
multiple pixels on the camera. The extension was evacuated to reduce losses and noise from air
scattering. The detector used to capture snapshots of the speckle pattern was an ANDORr
iKon-M 934 (1024 x 1024 13 µm pixels), continuously cooled at −65◦ C.
The sample was a high quality single crystal of dimensions 2 × 2 × 2 mm, with polished
faces. The average mosaic width was 0.08◦ at full width half maximum and the sample was
mounted on a copper puck using silver paint to ensure good thermal contact and stability. Pure
magnetic reflections from the uranium M4 edge (3.728 keV) provide a large enhancement of
the magnetic scattering [22], enough to mitigate against the loss of intensity from a pinhole
aperture. The feasibility of this approach had been demonstrated by preliminary studies on the
isostructural compound UAs at the ESRF where, in similar conditions, up to 2000 cts/s from
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Figure 3. The extracted FWHM of the magnetic speckle pattern as a function of temperature.
This is related to the average domain size and implies a decrease in the real space domain size
around T ∗ and TN (marked by vertical lines). The dashed horizontal line denotes the FWHM
from the Q = (0, 0, 2) reflection, as measured at 100 K.
the Q = (0, 0, 1) reflection and static speckles were observable [6]. The scattering can be further
enhanced by measuring at Q = (0, 0, 3) (2θ = 107.6◦ ), where there is a nine times intensity gain
over the Q = (0, 0, 1) [23]. It can be seen from Eq. (15) in reference [23] that if the structure
is longitudinal, as in USb, the scattering cross section is proportional to sin2 (θ), where θ is the
Bragg angle. Hence the large increase in the magnetic scattering at high Bragg angle.
The energy resolution of the setup at the M4 edge was 4.0 ± 0.2 eV at full width at half
maximum [24], corresponding to a longitudinal coherence length of ∼ 4µm that is comparable
to the maximum optical path difference (governed by the X-ray attenuation length and scattering
geometry).
Snapshots of the speckle pattern were recorded at six different temperatures from 150 K
(where we expected slow dynamics and few domains) to above both T ∗ and TN (where there are
expected to be many domains). Close to the transitions and in the critical regime, we expected
the dynamics to slow dramatically [2–5]. Exposure times of 1, 3 and 10 seconds were used.
By correlating series of images at fixed temperature, it was possible to calculate the intensity
autocorrelation function to look for the characteristic timescale of the magnetic fluctuations.
Speckle images were recorded 10 minutes after changing temperature; however at least 1 hour
was left for the setup to stabilise, which was justified by checking that the individual values of
g2 (t) against acquisition time showed a random, and not a transient, response.
The calculation of g2 (t) for each temperature typically used 1000 frames (where available),
which corresponds to a dynamic range from ∼1 second to 1 hour, although dynamics could
only be reliably extracted to ∼1000 s. No evidence for any ∆Q dependence to g2 (t) was found,
similar to other reported magnetic XPCS studies [2–5] and the whole speckle pattern was used
for correlation to improve statistics. The results were independent of choosing overly large
regions for analysis, due to a thresholding procedure that meant pixels with low counts did
not increase the noise background [25]. A scheme using the droplet algorithm [26, 27] to count
photons gave supporting results, although is not presented in this analysis.
3. Results and Discussion
The 3-k order parameter was measured by rocking the sample through the Bragg condition
at Q = (0, 0, 3) position and integrating the intensity using a Voigt function (see Fig. 1).
The integrated intensity near the transition was fitted with a general order parameter function
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Figure 4.
The calculated correlation
function, g2 (t), for different temperatures
(error bars displayed) showing largely a static
response.

Figure 5. Magnetic speckle contrast as
a function of temperature, which shows a
maximum (the solid line) at A = 0.88.

[I = I0 (1 − T /TN )2β ] and the critical exponent, β = 0.33 ± 0.05 and Néel temperature,
TN = 218 ± 1 K were extracted, showing close agreement with published values [10, 19, 28, 29].
At the Q = (0, 0, 3) position for 150 K, an average of 8800 photons per second were measured.
The upper panel of figure 2 shows a typical speckle pattern, in this case measured at 150 K,
that has clear and well-defined speckles. The lower panel of figure 2 shows an intensity slice
through the centre of this pattern. The solid red curve (Gaussian) shows the expected diffracted
intensity profile for non-coherent scattering. The large intensity fluctuations and fine structure
relative to this curve indicate the high coherence and speckle contrast of the setup.
The spread of the speckle pattern on the CCD also gives information about the characteristic
length scales of the magnetic domains. The central intensity profiles of the speckle patterns
fit well to a Lorentzian lineshape, and the half width at half maximum, ∆Q, is partly related
to the average domain size. This quantity ∆Q is a convolution of the mosaic width and the
domain size. These quantities have a different Q-dependence, but with long wave-length X-rays
the observations in the present experiment are too restricted to be able to separate them. The
mosaic width is not expected to change with temperature, so variations in ∆Q can be interpreted
as changes in the domain size.
The temperature dependence of the FWHM of the magnetic speckle pattern is shown in
Figure 3. For comparison, the ∆Q spread of the structural reflections [as measured from the
Q = (0, 0, 2) peak] is always larger than the magnetic reflections, suggesting the magnetic
domain size is not limited by the structure: a feature also observed in UAs [6]. The temperature
dependence shows an increase in the FWHM of the magnetic reflections close to TN and T ∗
corresponding to a decrease in the magnetic domain size. Near TN this behaviour is expected
as the sample fragments into many smaller 3-k domains. Interestingly, this behaviour is also
seen near T ∗ which indicates there are also changes to the domain configurations around this
temperature.
From auto-correlation of the speckle patterns, g2 (t) was calculated and the results (see Fig.
4) show that the correlations do not change significantly with time.
The coherence contrast can be estimated to be equal to A [recall g2 (t) = 1 + Af (Q, t)2 (Eqn.
2)] and at low temperatures (< 180 K) this saturates at a maximum, A = 0.88. The contrast was
found to decrease with the scattered flux [6], but does not follow the same scaling relationship as
the order parameter, indicating that other factors are also at play (see Fig. 5). High contrast for
the Q = (0, 0, 2) charge peak was measured (A = 0.93) due to the increased flux and reduced
10 x 10µm slits. Nonetheless, the constant response of g2 (t) reflects the excellent stability of the
5
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Figure 7. The initial linear gradient of
the intermediate scattering function against
temperature (greater negative gradient corresponds to faster dynamics) showing faster
dynamics near T ∗ and TN (denoted by vertical lines).

Figure 6. The normalised correlation response (the intermediate scattering function,
f (t)2 ), at temperatures near T ∗ and TN
zoomed in and showing the small decrease in
correlation with increasing time.

setup on I16 and the high speckle contrast shows the suitability of this beamline for correlation
spectroscopy over hundreds of seconds.
This apparent time independent result corresponds with visual inspection of the speckles
that appear to be static, reflecting the large static magnetisation of the 3-k state. As discussed
earlier, the reason for the slow and quasi-static response in comparison with other 1-k magnetic
studies may be due to the additional cubic symmetry breaking constraint of the domain wall in
the 3-k state. Zooming in on g2 (t) we see more detail and evidence for a small relaxation (see
Fig. 6). At longer times, the oscillatory signal visible at 160 K is unlikely to be linked to the
sample physics, but is possibly due to a property of the beamline setup.
We note that in contrast to other magnetic XPCS studies where the correlation function
drops towards zero for long times [2, 5]), this is not observed in USb. We argue that this is due
to static magnetic domains; however we cannot rule out small and fast fluctuations, which do
not appreciably change the recorded speckle pattern or are outside of the time interval probed
by this technique.
It was not possible to fit the response for all the obtained curves (nor was it always possible to
clearly resolve the functional form [2, 3, 5]). A proxy for the relaxation dynamics was estimated
by looking at the initial linear slope from the first 100 s (Fig. 7). This shows evidence for a faster
dynamical response around TN as expected, and also a small increase in the rate of relaxation
around T ∗ . This dynamical picture supports the static speckle information which gives evidence
for a change in the domain configuration around TN and also T ∗ (see Fig. 3).
Using XPCS, we have observed a very slow response to domain motion, whilst the
characteristic energies of the spin waves place the associated times in the giga-hertz regime.
For this reason, it is unlikely that the changes to the magnetic domains are driving the physics
at T ∗ , rather it appears the decrease in magnetic domain size and increase in fluctuations reflects
the spin wave mode softening. It is interesting to note that this behaviour at T ∗ , which has been
attributed to a change in itinerancy [10], can also result in changes to the magnetic domains.
4. Summary and conclusions
High quality speckle patterns were measured at the uranium M4 resonant edge in bulk USb
samples from the purely magnetic Q = (0, 0, 3) reflection, that showed high stability and an
almost static response. The speckle contrast was found to be ∼ 88% in the setup using a
pinhole aperture of 25 x 25 µm and demonstrates the suitability of I16 in this setup for studying
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magnetic domain dynamics.
There are clear change in the static and dynamical speckle patterns that show an increase in
fluctuations and decrease in domain size around TN and T ∗ . The cause behind the change of
behaviour around T ∗ remains unclear, although this work shows that physics at T ∗ cannot only
be understood by changes in itinerancy [10].
In contrast to 1-k magnets that show a large change in correlations and dynamics readily
accessible in the sub-1000 seconds time window [2–5], in USb the magnetic domains appear
static and the fluctuations slow.
These results are among the first XPCS measurements on a 5f electron system and this is
one of the few studies to look at domains in a multi-k magnet. This work shows the potential
of the XPCS technique which combines coherent X-rays and resonant diffraction, for study of
domain dynamics that is not otherwise accessible by other means.
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